Phil 3318W  Computers & Ethics

Class Number  15354  Section EM6  Mon  6:30 – 9:10 PM  234 New Ingersoll
Class Number  15355  Section TR11  Tues, Thurs  11:00 AM – 12:15 PM  236 New Ingersoll
Class Number  66102  Section MW11  Mon, Wed  11:00 AM – 12:15 PM  236 New Ingersoll

Instructor: Robert Zwick [Computer & Information Science Dept.]
Email: rzwick@brooklyn.cuny.edu

From the college bulletin:
Analysis of ethical issues pertaining to computers and the workplace, anonymity and privacy, copyright and patent law (as applied to software), computer crime, security, unauthorized use, codes of conduct for computer professionals, access and availability of computing technologies. Application of theoretical frameworks such as virtue ethics, deontological theories and utilitarianism to the ethical problems encountered in computing technologies.